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Re-planning support system for make-to-order production
with reserved resources

C. THIERRYyz*, J. LAMOTHE} and V. GALVAGNONy!

Make-to-order production is often organized into projects with their own
objectives. Such projects use strategic and critical resources that must be reserved
at a strategic or a tactical planning level. When external resources need to be
taken into consideration, they must be reserved based on their set of free time
windows. A medium-term planning support system for the manager of a project
where external resources are critical is proposed. By providing explanations
for project inconsistencies, this system enables the decision-maker to restore
consistency. After creating the initial medium-term plan, planning activity
essentially consists in updating the existing schedule of a project when unexpected
events arise. These may be due to internal or external disturbances. Indicators
are proposed to help the manager follow the dynamic impact the disturbances
will have on the project.

1. Introduction
Production of goods in manufacturing companies is traditionally controlled by

long-, medium- and short-term planning. Medium-term planning of batch produc-
tion is focused on optimization of the manufacturing process in terms of resources
and amounts produced. In make-to-order production, the complexity required in the
production of innovative or highly technical products demand means that optimiza-
tion be managed through a project structure. In addition, a project often shares
renewable resources with other projects of the same or other firms. These may be
external to the firm and dependence on them means the project is subject to its
‘environment’ (suppliers, customers, subcontractors, other projects).

This paper focuses on medium-term project planning, targeting make-to-order
production that uses subcontracted physical, renewable resources (figure 1). Such
external resources are so critical that their unavailability has a significant impact
both on project duration and organization. They are shared between projects origi-
nating in different firms and must be reserved based on the information communi-
cated by the subcontractors. This information is a set of free time windows.
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At this stage of planning, examining a given project work–breakdown–
structure will enable identification of several possibilities of task sequencing.
Therefore, a manager selects an initial partial sequence that can be changed
during the project life. Moreover, the tasks considered at this planning level are
aggregated ones. Therefore, within a given project, if several aggregated tasks use
the same resource, we consider that they have been sequenced into the initial partial
sequence.

Consequently, a project manager has to schedule the tasks of a project accord-
ing to the time slots available for the external resources. This particular project-
scheduling problem is referred to as the reserved resources project scheduling
problem (RRPSP).

Once the project is underway, the planning function regularly reschedules the
project taking into account events that occur. In such circumstances, a variety of
responses can be considered: modifying the internal resource allocation or the
initial partial sequence of tasks, negotiating new time windows for the external
resources or new delivery dates from suppliers or new due dates. Practically, a
manager may not readily define the set of possible actions to be taken. However,
by analysing the circumstances, he/she will certainly propose some measures to be
considered.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a brief literature overview is
provided. Section 3 proposes a re-planning support system (figure 2) for project
managers facing the RRPSP (section 3.1). This system concentrates mainly on the
case where no solution to the scheduling problem exists. The objective is to provide
the user with a suitable explanation for the inconsistency so that the problem can be
modified and a solution found. First, problem inconsistency and the causes of this
inconsistency are detected (section 3.2). Indicators are then proposed (section 3.3)
to help the decision-maker in the restoration process. Hence, the re-planning
process leads to a redefinition of the problem constraints themselves. It will be up
to the user to decide on any modification to the production process or to negotiate
with the various actors in the project environment using the explanations provided
(section 3.4). Industrial experience is reported in section 4. Finally, section 5 is
reserved for conclusions.
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Figure 1. Resource constraints.



2. Literature review
In make-to-order production, project scheduling models and methods have been

used extensively (Kolisch 2001). In the field of project scheduling techniques (e.g.
Kelley 1961, Kolisch and Padman 2001, Neumann et al. 2003), numerous studies
(e.g. Brucker et al. 1999, Weglarz 1999) have focussed on the management of renew-
able resources that may be used or even shared by projects (resource-constrained
project scheduling problem, i.e. RCPSP, and resource-constrained multi-project
scheduling problem, i.e. RCMPSP). In the RCMPSP context, priority rules-based
scheduling approaches are used and adapted to a multi-project perspective
(Kurtulus and Narula 1985, Speranza and Vercellis 1993, Yang and Sum 1997).
When various alternatives for the allocation of internal resources exist, the multi-
mode resource scheduling problem is relevant. Optimal procedures or heuristics
(Boctor 1996, Elmaghraby 1977, Salewski et al. 1997) have been proposed to
select the appropriate modes for a RCPSP problem. Other approaches suggest
modelling the different alternatives of work breakdown structure on an activity
network (Golenko-Ginsburg and Blokh 1997). They also adopt resolution through
heuristics. In all of these cases, it is assumed that information on permissible changes
to the project structure can be adequately expressed, which is not the case in the
present study.

In the field of project scheduling with time windows, Chen et al. (1997) distin-
guish two types of time window constraints per activity: a single available continuous
time or a series of admissible dates per activity. Then, forward and backward
procedures are extended to compute earliest or latest starting dates and available
margins. Moreover, Neumann et al. (2003) synthesize a great amount of work on
resource constraint project scheduling with time windows and resources and develop
the notion of a calendar. A calendar is a function b :Rþ ! {0; 1} such that b(t)
expresses whether or not time t is available. Such a function can be applied to
a task or to a time lag between two tasks in an ‘Activity on Node’ network. The
authors propose a label-correcting algorithm that computes earliest and latest
schedules. This algorithm does not converge if inconsistencies exist.
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Figure 2. Structure of the re-planning support system.



As a dynamic environment is considered, another approach referred to as
‘reactive scheduling’ consists in revising or re-optimizing a baseline schedule.
Different approaches to this reactive scheduling are described in Leus (2003):

. ‘Schedule repair action’ techniques that focus on a quick schedule consistency
restoration.

. ‘(Full) rescheduling’ approaches that involve ‘a full scheduling pass of that part
of the project that remains to be executed at the time the reaction is initiated’.

As the present study is application oriented, the schedule repair action technique
which is the most commonly used in practice has been adopted: we deal with repair-
ing the existing predictive schedule in order to take into account the current state
of the system. In this approach, when schedule breakage occurs, human schedulers
use their experience to update information so that processing can continue.
The problem being studied proposes a re-planning support system designed to
take into consideration reserved resource constraints due to the multi-project and
multi-enterprise context. This so-called reserved resources project scheduling
problem (RRPSP) resembles the problem addressed in Chen et al. (1997) and the
calendars of Neumann et al. (2003). However, the importance here is that an activity
has to be performed in a set of time slots, whereas Chen et al. only consider a single
time slot. Moreover, problem inconsistencies are detected and an attempt is made at
explaining the sources of these inconsistencies.

3. Re-planning support system
3.1. Reserved Resources Project Scheduling Problem (RRPSP)
3.1.1. RRPSP model

Let us call I the number of tasks, T0 an initial task and TI a final task. The
variables of the problem are the starting dates ti of tasks Ti (i2 {1, 2, . . . , I}). The
parameters for a task Ti are: di, the duration of task Ti, Ai, the arrival date of
supplies for task Ti defines the ready-date, and Ji, the due dates of task Ti.
Parameter wji corresponds to the time that must elapse between the beginning of
Tj and the beginning of Ti. In fact, wji is positive and generally equal to the duration
dj of task Tj (thus, the constraint implies that task Ti can start as soon as task Tj

finishes) or equal to "1 (hence, the constraint between Ti and Tj is useless).
Moreover, if task Ti uses one or several external resources that must be reserved,

the subcontractor communicates a set of possible time window reservations. This
results in a set Oi of ni unreserved independent time windows in which task Ti

can be realized: Oi ¼
S

x2½1;ni %½S
i
x;E

i
x%. The resources are considered free at infinite

times so, Si
1 ¼ "1 and Ei

ni ¼ þ1. As pre-emption is not allowed, a domain Di of
authorized values is computed for each starting date ti:

8t 2 ½ti, ti þ di% & Ot , 8iti 2
[

x2½1; ni %
½Si

x;E
i
x " di% , Di ¼

[

x2½1, ni %
½Si

x,E
i
x " di%

¼
[

x2½1, ni %
½SDi

x,ED
i
x%:

The constraints that link variables comes from this problem definition:

t0 ¼ 0 ð0Þ
ti ) t0 ði ¼ 1, . . . , IÞ ð1Þ
8i, ti ) Ai ði ¼ 1, . . . , IÞ ð2Þ



8i, j, ti " tj ) wji ði ¼ 1, . . . , I , j ¼ 1, . . . , IÞ ð3Þ
8i, ti þ di * Ji ði ¼ 1, . . . , IÞ ð4Þ
8i, ti 2 Di ði ¼ 1, . . . , IÞ ð5Þ

Constraints (0–4) are those typical of project-scheduling problems that do not take
resource constraints into consideration: classical PERT (program evaluation and
review technique) or CPM (critical path method) models.

The specific nature of the resource constraints results in the establishment of a set
of admissible time windows for the starting time of tasks (5). These constraints are
a generalization of the constraints of Chen et al. (1997). A domain Di is a calendar
associated to a task in the Neumann et al. (2003) model. Consequently, unlike
RCPSP problems, disjunctive precedence constraints between activities need not
be considered.

A graph of the problem is derived from a classical activity on node representa-
tion. The nodes depict the tasks. The directed arcs stand for the precedence (1, 3) or
ready date constraints (2) between the tasks. Consequently, arc values, denoted by
ai, j, are positive. The unary constraints (attached to a single node) stand for the due-
date constraints (4) or the resource time window constraints (5), which compel each
task to use only one admissible time window.

3.1.2. Extension of the notation
Prec( j ) will denote the set of predecessors to node ( j ), and Succ(i) the set of

successors to node (i ). However, a path on such a graph is more complex than a
typical path in a PERT since unary constraints must be taken into consideration.
Hence, we define a path from node (i ) to node ( j ) denoted P!(i, j ) as follows:

. Chain ! of arcs starting at node (i) and ending at node ( j ) as in a typical PERT
graph.

. In addition, the unary constraints that deal with the nodes on the chain
(due date, set of time windows . . .).

Finally, note that if the starting time ti is fixed for a predecessor (i ) of node ( j ) then

. one can compute a ‘reaching date’ at node ( j ) which is: ti þ ai, j; and

. if this ‘reaching date’ does not belong to an admissible time window Dj, the
resource time window constraint (5) forces the starting time at node ( j ) to be
delayed to the first starting date SD j

x greater than the ‘reaching date’.

We thus define the minimal delay, called EarliestDelay, between (i ) and ( j ) knowing
that (i) starts at ti. It sums up the constraints (0–3) and (5) between (i) and ( j ):

EarliestDelayði, j, tiÞ ¼ max ti þ ai, j , min
x2 ½1, nj %

ðSD j
x=ED

j
x ) ti þ ai, jÞ

! "
" ti ð6Þ

Thus, the relation between node ( j ) and its predecessors becomes

ti * max
i 2Predð j Þ

ti þ EarliestDelayði, j, tiÞð Þ ð7Þ

Note that because of a time delay in the starting date due to resource time windows
(5), the EarliestDelay and, consequently, the length of a path depend on the date
on which it is analysed.



Reciprocally, we consider that starting time tj is fixed for a successor ( j ) of
node (i ). Then, the resource time window (5), the due date constraint (4) and the
precedence constraints (1–3) are summed up into a minimal delay, called
LatestDelay, which occurs between (i ) and ( j ):

LatestDelayði, j, tjÞ ¼ tj "min ðJi " diÞ, ðtj " ai, jÞ, max
x2 ½1, ni %

ðEDi
x=SD

i
x * tj " ai, jÞ

! "
:

ð8Þ

Thus, the relation between node (i ) and its successors becomes (9):

ti * min
j 2 SuccðiÞ

tj " LatestDelayði, j, tjÞ
# $

ð9Þ

Since the length of the paths depend on the date on which they are analysed, Earliest
and Latest path length can be introduced such that:

Earliest path length, EP!(i, j, ti) is the duration of the earliest project
schedule along a path P!(i, j) knowing that task Ti starts at time ti. It is
defined recursively using the EarliestDelay relation (6):

EP!ði, i, tiÞ ¼ 0 and

EP!ði, j, tiÞ ¼EP!ði,k, tiÞþEarliestDelayðk, j, tiþEP!ði,k, tiÞÞ

with k¼ ! \ Predð j Þ

9
>>=

>>;
: ð10Þ

Latest path length, LP!(i, j, ti) is the duration of the latest project schedule
along ! knowing that task Tj starts at time tj. It can also be defined recur-
sively using relation (8):

LP!ð j, j, tjÞ ¼ 0 and

LP!ði, j, tjÞ ¼LP!ðk, j, tjÞþLatestDelayði, k, tj "LP!ðk, j, tjÞÞ

with k¼ ! \ SuccðiÞ

9
>>=

>>;
: ð11Þ

Relations (7) and (9) show that, if some constraints are relaxed ((4) or (0)), the
RRPSP verifies dynamic programming relations. These are necessary for computing
earliest and latest starting times using usual forward and backward recursion
algorithms (Elmaghraby 1977).

3.2. Analysis of inconsistency
3.2.1. Detection of inconsistency and its causes

In a solution to a constraint satisfaction problem P¼ (V,D,C), all variables in V
have assigned values in D such that all constraints C are satisfied. If such an assign-
ment is impossible the problem is inconsistent (Verfaillie and Lobjois 1999). The
previous section showed that the earliest schedule can be computed if constraint (4)
is relaxed. Since no task can begin before its earliest starting date, the RRPSP
is inconsistent if and only if this earliest schedule does not fulfil due date
constraints (4).

RRPSP is inconsistent , 9i 2 0, I½ %, ti > Ji " di: ð12Þ



Reciprocally, the latest schedule can be computed relaxing constraint (0). Since there
is no schedule that can start after the latest one:

RRPSP is inconsistent , t0 < 0: ð13Þ

By using test (12) or (13), the inconsistency can be detected in a polynomial
computation.

For an inconsistent scheduling problem P¼ (V,D,P,C), a cause of the incon-
sistency of P is a subproblem P0 ¼ (V,D,P,C0), with C0 included in C, such as P0 is
inconsistent (Jussien 1997).

The problem inconsistency can be identified from the earliest starting dates and
due date constraints (12). Earliest starting dates of tasks are equal to the earliest
length of their critical path. Consequently, any path from node (0) to a node (i)
whose earliest length exceeds the due date on node (i) is an inconsistent sub-RRPSP
and therefore a cause of the inconsistency. We call such a path an inconsistent path.

3.2.2. Identification of the inconsistent paths
In a forward recursion algorithm (Elmaghraby 1977), although all paths are

implicitly explored, only one (the longest) is explicitly stored and taken into account
to obtain the value for the earliest starting date of a task.

To make the best use of the algorithm, in each node the starting dates obtained
from the other paths can be memorized in addition to the value obtained from the
longest path. These dates will be organized into a list associated with each task. This
list contains all the earliest starting dates obtained for all the paths leading to a
particular task.

As each of these values can be associated with its corresponding predecessor, it is
possible to generate all of the paths.

Consider a task Tj. tj denotes its latest starting date. It results from the backward
recursion process and is the latest admissible starting time for task Tj that will not
violate a due date on a successor of task Tj. Consequently, only starting dates tj
where tj > tj cause an inconsistency and therefore must be stored. The algorithm in
figure 3 computes all the inconsistent paths P!(0, i ) for all the nodes i 2 [0, I].

Let Lj be the list of paths arriving at node ( j ), sorted in a decreasing order of the
arriving date. The function AddList(Lj, t

0, t, i) adds to Lj an earliest path ði Þ ! ð j Þ
with the values ti¼ t and tj¼ t 0.

Figure 4 shows the result of this algorithm for an example.
Since the number of paths P!(0, j ) increases exponentially with the number I

of tasks, the length of the list LI also increases exponentially. Consequently, the
algorithm may need exponential computation time and memory when many paths
are inconsistent.

However, note that the number of earliest starting dates in a list can be limited
since they are ranked in decreasing order. Limiting the length of the lists Li to a given
value L will guarantee that the algorithm finishes in O(I.I.L). However, only the
longest paths and hence the most critical causes, will be obtained.

3.3. Margins and schedule analysis
3.1.1. Global slack times

When the earliest and latest schedules are computed, the starting date ti of a task
Ti belongs to ½ti, ti % [Di:



We propose extending margin indicators to help the decision-maker analyse these
schedules.

Total slack time is the difference between the latest starting date and the earliest
starting date:

Mi ¼ ti " ti: ð14Þ

‘Dotted’ slack time is the slack time taking resource constraints into consideration:

mi ¼ ti " ti

% &
"

X

x=EDi
x > ti and SDt

x< ti

%
minðEDi

x, tiÞ "maxðSDi
x, tiÞ

&
, ð15Þ

where
P

x=EDi
x > ti and SDi

x < ti
ðminðEDi

x, tiÞ "maxðSDi
x, tiÞÞ is the loss of time due to

unavailability of resources between ti and ti. mi is the real degree of freedom for

0: initialisation. L0 = {0} and Li = {} for i > 0.
1: compute all the latest starting times jt

considering that constraint (0) is relaxed.
For all (i) in reverse topological order,

( ) ( ) ( )−≤−−=
∈∈

jij
i
x

i
x

nx
jij

iSuccj
iii atSDEDMaxatMindJMINt

i

,
],1[

,
)(

,,

2: if 0t >0, STOP, there is no inconsistency 
3: For all (i) in topological order 

For all t in Li

For all (j) in Succ(i) 
If (t + EarliestDelay(i,j,t) > 

jt ) 

AddList(Lj, t + EarliestDelay(i,j,t), t,i)
EndFor

EndFor
 EndFor

Figure 3. Algorithm for computing inconsistent paths.
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managing a task Ti, while Mi is the degree of freedom that exists when other tasks
are also taken into consideration. If the ratio mi/Mi is close to 0, prior tasks
being slightly overdue or subsequent ones being early can cause an important reduc-
tion in the slack time of task Ti. This ratio helps to identify tasks sensitive to
‘environmental’ changes.

Pre-task shift (14) expresses the delay on ti, which is not due to the predecessors
of task Ti but to the resource constraint.

Pai ¼ ti " max
j 2PredðiÞ

tj þ dj

% &
: ð16Þ

Reciprocally, post-task shift (15) expresses the advancement of ti not due to the
successors of task Ti but to the resource constraint on task Ti:

Pai ¼ Min tk
k2SuccðiÞ

" ti þ dið Þ: ð17Þ

Therefore, pre- and post-task shifts express loss of time, with no added value for
the project. They are due solely to waiting for resources.

3.3.2. Slack times on a path
As shown, the causes of inconsistency are paths that lead from a ready date to a

due date. It is therefore necessary to analyse slack time on a path.
Consider a path c that leads from a ready date !c to a due date "c. We define

ti, c(respectively ti, c) as the earliest (respectively latest) starting time of a task Ti

computed on the sub-RRPSP, limited to the path c. Such starting times are com-
puted through forward and backward recursion. Consequently, ti, c "!c (respectively
ti, c " "c) is the earliest (respectively latest) length of the portion of path c from !c
(respectively Ti) up to Ti (respectively "c). Therefore, analysing ti, c or ti, c results in
analysing part of a path.

Let us define the slack indicators on a task Ti that belongs to the path c as:

si, c ¼ ti " ti, c, Si, c ¼ ti " ti, c, Si, c ¼ ti " ti, c, si, c ¼ ti " ti, c:

If a consistent RRPSP is considered, si, c (respectively si, c) expresses slack time that
can be consumed by the tasks of path c that precede (respectively succeed) Ti without
consuming the total slack time of task Ti. Moreover, Si, c (respectively Si, c) expresses
the admissible increase of the part of path c before (respectively after) task Ti that
can be used without making the RRPSP inconsistent.

Now, if an inconsistent RRPSP is considered, Si, c and Si, c express the slack time
that must be gained on part of a path in order to make it consistent. Choosing task
Ti on which these slack times are the smallest, means choosing the task where the
smallest change can make the path consistent. Such information becomes important
when repairing an inconsistent RRPSP.

3.3.3. Distance between two planning procedures
During the life of a project, perturbing events occur. Some will cause inconsis-

tency in the project schedule. The decision-maker may not be able to identify the
disturbing events (These would be too numerous to count between two planning
procedures.) Most importantly, he/she needs support in analysing the consequences
they may have.



We consider that a consistent project schedule was computed at time k. Now, a
new planning procedure is introduced at kþ!k, which leads to an inconsistency.
Only those tasks that are part of the problem at time kþ!k are to be considered.
The others have begun and have fixed starting times. We also presume that the
project manager will keep referring to the initial schedule. Therefore, by analysing
the evolution of the incoherent paths between the two successive planning proce-
dures, the portions of paths that increased between k and kþ!k can be identified:
they explain the emergence of the inconsistency. Two approaches are available to the
decision-maker for restoring consistency:

. Controlling, supervising and reducing the length of the portions of paths
identified.

. Acting on the tasks up- or downstream from these portions of paths, so that
the project schedule withstands the perturbing events.

Consider an inconsistent path c at time kþ!k that leads from a ready date !c to a
due date "c.

Consider that Ti belongs to c. Using exponent indices that express the time at
which a starting date is taken into account (either k, or kþ!k), it can be stated that:

tki, c < tki < tki < tki, c ðc is consistent at kÞ

tkþ!k
i < tkþ!k

i, c < tkþ!k
i, c < tkþ!k

i ðc is inconsistent at kþ!kÞ:

Using such notation, distance indicators (figure 9) between two planning proce-
dures can be expressed. They measure the slack consumption between k and kþ!k
along a path, and consequently the changes in the length of the incoherent path c:

. Di, c ¼ tkþ!k
i, c " tki : Di, c > 0 if slack ski, c available at time k has been consumed at

time kþ!k. This means that the ‘earliest’ length of path !c!Ti increased
between k and kþ!k and consumed part of the total slack time.

. Di, c ¼ tk¼!k
i, c " tj

k: Di, c > 0 if slack Sk
i, c has been consumed between time k and

kþ!k. This means that the earliest length of path !c!Ti increased so much

between k and kþ!k causing an inconsistent path at time k.

. Di, c ¼ tkþ!k
i, c " tki : > 0, if slack ski, c has been consumed, meaning that the latest

length of path Ti!"c increased between k and kþ!k.
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Figure 5. Representation of slacks and distances.



. Di, c ¼ tki " tkþ!k
i, c > 0 if slack Sk

i, c has been consumed. Then, the latest length of

the path Ti! "c increased so much between k and kþ!k causing an incon-

sistent path at time k.

The task’s position on the path needs to be considered: as far as production
planning is concerned, the earlier the task occurs on the path the more efficient
the action will be.

Now, depending on the relative values of tkþ!k
i, c , tki , t

kþ!k
i, c and tki , six configurations

can be identified if a path c is inconsistent at time k þ !k. Figure 6 expresses the

positive or negative nature of the distance indicators in these situations.
In configuration 1, the inconsistency is due to a significant increase of the path

!c!Ti. In fact, the increase of Ti! "c does not lead to an over-consumption of

slacks ski, c or Sk
i, c
. The restoration process must lead to Di, c < 0. The decision-maker

must intervene with restorative action on !c!Ti. Reciprocally, in configuration 6,

one can conclude that the inconsistency is due to a significant increase in the path

between Ti!"c.
In configuration 2 (respectively 5), the inconsistency is due to an increase in path

!c!Ti (respectively Ti! "c). Nevertheless, this inconsistency will persist even if
restoration leads to Di, c < 0 (respectively Di, c < 0). In configuration 2, for example,

tkþ!k
i, c < tkþ!k

i, c < tki can be obtained after restoration. Then, Di, c < 0. Nevertheless,

tkþ!k
i, c < tkþ!k

i, c : path c is still inconsistent.

In configuration 3, all the distances are positive. Any part of the path (!c!Ti or
Ti! "c) explains the inconsistency. Consequently, the decision-maker must inter-
vene with restorative action on !c!Ti and on Ti!"c.

In configuration 4, Di, c < 0 and Di, c < 0. The growth of one path !c!Ti or
Ti! "c does not in itself explain the inconsistency. Rather, it results from the
simultaneous increase of both paths !c!Ti and Ti! "c. The restorative action
should be applied to anyone of these paths.

3.4. Decision-maker support for restoring consistency
Restoring problem consistency means modifying the actual problem to make it

consistent, once the incoherent paths have been studied. This will require making
changes (reduction of task duration, modification of the sequence) that lead to a

Conf.
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Figure 6. Relationship between the six configurations and the distance indicators.



solution. If the problem itself is poorly defined (impossibility of listing all alternatives
for the production process, reallocation of resources, re-reservation of resources,
ready dates negotiation with the suppliers), the number of possible restorations is
very high. Moreover, we consider that the decision-maker’s choices cannot be
reduced to an automatic restoration procedure.

The decision-maker will act according to information provided by the system.
One key piece of information is related to the notion of a group of paths. Two paths
P!(i, j ) and P"(i, j ) belong to the same group if a ready date constraint deals with the
task i and a due date constraint deals with the task j. The information provided to
the user is the intersection between the incoherent paths of a group, or between all
paths, the slack time on a path, the sets of tasks belonging to several incoherent
paths in the whole graph or in a group of paths.

When the problem is inconsistent, the decision-maker is given the graphs shown
in figure 7. The first screen enables the decision-maker to view all the inconsistent
paths, including the tasks that require resource reservation, and the incoherent sets
of paths. The second screen details a given incoherent set of paths and focuses on the
intersection between inconsistent paths and tasks associated with important disturb-
ances: slack time indicators on a path (s and S types) enable selection of these tasks
on the path. Analysis of the distance indicators enables identification of that part of
incoherent paths whose length has increased and led to the inconsistency.

The aim is to focus on a set of given tasks, where action will readily lead to
restoration. For instance, the duration of a task that belongs to all the incoherent
paths could be reduced to act on all the paths. A procedure for restoring consistency
is proposed for the industrial application under study (see Section 4.2).

Figure 7. Inconsistent paths and the set of inconsistent paths, the number of inconsistent
paths, the number of groups of inconsistent paths and the size of the intersection between
all the paths.



4. Industrial application
4.1. Industrial problem

The present study led to an initial prototype that was developed and tested on
industrial data in collaboration with a company that devises and assembles complex
make-to-order products.

The company under study designs and assembles satellites. The chosen site was
the assembly division (production), which faces problems specific to the sharing of
common resources. These are ‘heavy’ physical external resources (capacity¼ 1) such
as material-handling facilities or test-beds. Using a predetermined sequence, the
project manager schedules tasks according to the availability of external resources.
Finding solutions to resource sharing conflicts forces him/her to update plans or
schedules frequently, and requires negotiation between decision-makers. To date,
communication between projects is mainly on an informal basis. Nevertheless, the
need for a re-planning support system for each project is recognized.

This decision tool was tested using several real cases of a problem that occurred
during the assembling of a satellite. Integration planning is composed of about 60
tasks plus 100 due date and supply constraints. Two main alternative integration
sequences were considered, along with different due date and resource con-
straints (variation in the number of resources) resulting in 43 RRPSP problems.
Computation of earliest starting dates for the 43 problems considered lasted between
1min 50 s and 3min 30 s. Where the detection of consistency or of inconsistency was
concerned, processing time was less than 1 s. Hence, the belief that the RRPSP
problem can be solved through interaction with a human decision-maker.

To evaluate the impact of classical project parameters and of resources (figure 8),
two main indicators are used:

. Slack time of the project if the resources are not taken into account.

. ‘Tightness of the constraints’, which is calculated by totalling the tightness of
each resource. A given resource tightness is the ratio between time consumed
and the time this resource is available during the project.

One point in figure 8 refers to a RRPSP problem. All the problems have a positive
total slack time without resources and therefore are consistent if resource constraints
are relaxed. Note that a very low level of constraint tightness (from 0.05 to 0.2)
causes the problem inconsistency even if the total slack time without resources
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Figure 8. Effect of project parameters and constraint tightness on the number of
inconsistent paths.



is high. This emphasizes the worth of considering availability of the critical resource
during medium-term planning.

Because of the high number of inconsistent paths, the causes of the problem
inconsistency were also examined and the following parameters were studied:
the number of groups of incoherent paths and the size of the intersections of all
the paths (figure 9).

One natural decision is to act simultaneously on many incoherent paths by acting
on the tasks that belong to the intersection of many paths. Figure 9 shows clearly
that the intersection of all the paths is quickly null or very limited (one task).
Another possibility is to separate the problem and work on the groups of incoherent
paths. Here, figure 9 demonstrates that the number of groups is tractable in the
present case study: between four and seven groups. Consequently, a manager can
lead an analysis per group of incoherent paths.

4.2. Procedure for restoring consistency
As a result of previous findings, the decision-maker adopted a procedure to

restore the consistency:

1. When a set of incoherent paths including a task Ti associated with a resource
reservation exists:
. Identify the intersection between the inconsistent paths that led to the

inconsistency.
. Identify the intersection between the portions of inconsistent paths that

led to the inconsistency, and the other inconsistent paths.
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. Using the slacks, identify by how much the length of the portions of path
must be reduced to restore consistency.

. Decide which action must be taken: reduce task duration, bring forward a
particular supply, extend a due date or modify the window reservation for
the resource.

. Negotiate with the different participants in the project (production,
suppliers, customers and the supplier in charge of resource reservation).

. Modify data concerning the problem.

2. For all the other inconsistent paths:
. Identify the intersection between these inconsistent paths.
. Using the slacks, identify by how much the length of the portions of path

must be reduced to restore consistency.
. Decide which action must be taken: reduce task duration, bring forward

a particular supply, extend a due date or modify the window reservation
for the resource.

. Negotiate with the different participants in the project (production,
suppliers, customers and the supplier in charge of resource reservation).

. Modify data concerning the problem.

5. Conclusion and perspectives
A decision support tool for obtaining earliest and latest schedules for the reserved

resources project-scheduling problem (RRPSP) is developed according to the indus-
trial requirement analysis. The earliest and latest schedules of the RRPSP are then
used to determine the consistency or inconsistency of the problem. In the first case,
a group of possible schedules is defined. The user will then benefit from a graph
analysis based on these two schedules in terms of slacks, critical tasks and critical
path. When no consistent schedule can be found, the set of inconsistent paths is
established. Hence, the project manager can be informed about the inconsistency of
the problem using several types of slack indicators applied to the inconsistent paths.
This study enables one to emphasize the following:

. Worth of developing the graph-analysis aspect to provide project managers
with adequate interface.

. Worth of providing the user with more precise indications on the causes of the
inconsistency.

The priority was to help the project manager use this information to restore problem
consistency. From this point of view, the worth of such a tool in a distributed
management framework was demonstrated in an industrial context. Indeed, a pro-
ject manager can run a project autonomously or by negotiating with the other
participants in the project environment. The tool remains a prototype. Significant
interaction between the users and the decision-maker is still necessary to enhance the
use of the tool. A better understanding of a decision-maker’s actions will enhance the
restoration process. Moreover, the RRPSP model has being extended to include
uncertain task duration as well as uncertain resources availability using a possibil-
istic approach (Fargier and Thierry 2002). Finally, the negotiation process involving
the external, critical resources subcontractors is also under study. In this context,
both customer and subcontractor points of view are analysed from a supply chain
perspective.
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